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The President and Directors,
Mid-North Engineering Services Ud.,
Suite 416,
25 Adelaide Street West,
Toronto, l, Ontario,

Gentlemen:

Thie report describee the results of a program of geo 

physical survey carried out on your 22-clairn property located in 

Ottaway Township, Ontario. The results ere depicted on the two 

plnne accompanying this report. The geophysical data show two 

interesting zones which warrant further investigation. We ere now 

conducting a limited amount of geo-chemical soil-sample check 

survey across some of the interesting indications, to test the 

possibilities of the occurrence of base metals, prior to the 

recommendation of test diamond drilling.

PROPERTY. LOCATION AND ACCESS -

The 22 claims covered by the geophysical survey are

listed os follows:

P~6387f) to P-63877, inclusive (8 claims); 

P-63964 to P-63070, Inclusive (7 claims); 

P-66104 to P-66112, inclusive (9 claims); and, 

P-74068 to P-74070, inclusive (3 claims).
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The location is at the southwest section of Ottaway Township, 

about 14 air-miles west-southwest of Cochrane,

Access was made by car along Highway H, to Hunta, about 

11 miles west of Cochrane, and from Hunta, by bush-tractor, through 

Winter roads for about 9 miles, to the property.

GEOLOGY -

The geology of the area is practically unknown. Map 2046, 

O. D. M., shows that the claim group is located to the immediate north* 

east of three occurrences of ultrabasic intrusives inferred from annular 

magnetic anomalies. A similarly-inferred ultrabasic intrusive located 

about 3 miles to the southeast In neighbouring Beck Township, has 

recently been drilled tmd found to be peridotite with some mineraliza 

tion of nickel sulphides.

AEROMAGNETIC DATA -

Aeromagnetic data on Maps 2320G and 2319G, showed that 

there is a strong magnetic zone located to the immediate southwest of 

the claim group. One of the occurrences of ultrabasic intrusive 

described in the paragraph on geology is apparently inferred by 

Government Geologists from this magnetic zone.
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The aeromagnetic data also showed a weak magnetic eone 

which strikes northwesterly across the north part of the property.

Along the eastern part of the property area, the aero 

magnetic contours turned sharply north-south. This could be due 

to the occurrence of north-southerly faults and/or the occurrence 

of acidic rocks to the east.

SURVEY DATA -

The geophysical surveys were conducted along picket 

Knee cut st 300-ft. intervals north-southerly, to cover the claim 

group, using an MF-1 Fluxgate Magnetometer and a Honka Mark IV 

Electromagnetic Unit with a 300-ft. cable. Stations were established 

at 100-ft. intervals. The results of this combined magnetic and 

electromagnetic survey are depicted on Plan No. l .

A detailed electromagnetic survey was carried out, to 

cover two anomalous zones outlined by the geophysical survey, and 

two short east-west lines were cut to cover an old drill site. All 

readings were taken at 59-ft. intervals and with the direction of 

traverses opposite to the original survey. A Ronka Mark IV unit 

with a 300-ft. cable and a Sharpe SE-200 unit, were used.
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SURVEY RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION *

The magnetometer survey outlined an elongated anomaly 

which extends for a length of 8,000 ft. across the north part of the 

claim group. Thie anomaly has high readings in the order of 900 

to 1300 gammas, against background readings in the order of 500 

gammas. The West and wider section of the anomaly is associated 

with s series of conducting points. In correlation with data obtained 

by the detailed electromagnetic survey, the conducting zone has an 

indicated length of 4200 feet, and has appreciable width indication 

(up to 100 ft.) between L. 7E. and L. 9E. This section between L. 7E. 

and L. 9E., is apparently the choice indication for test diamond drilling. 

The strongest response of in-phase changes Is -ISft, with - Vfa changes 

of out-of-phase response, a ratio of about 2,

The magnetic survey outlined another anomalous area at 

the south central part of the property, at the vicinity of an old drill 

site. This anomalous area consists of a strong but small magnetic 

anomaly with n high reading of 2,120 gammas, and a series of small, 

weak ?tnormilies with high readings in the order of 800 to 900 gammas. 

Magnetic contours here showed the possibilities of several north- 

southerly faults.
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There are several electromagnetic conducting points 

encountered by the survey in this anomalous area. Detailed check 

work showed that the electromagnetic conductors are somewhat 

stronger than thoee encountered in the north magnetic cone, but 

with little width expression. The conducting none is apparently cut 

by several cross-faults. The beet indication here is between L. 17E. 

to L. 20E., for an indicated length of about l, 000 ft. The best response 

is -25'/c change of in-phase reading, with a ratio of 4. This best 

indication is located about 350 ft. to the southeast of the old drill 

site, where the nearest conducting point is about 250 ft. to the south. 

This conducting point is about four times weaker than the best indica 

tion described above. The geophysical operators could not find any 

indication of the manner in which the drilling was carried out. 

Assuming that the hole was drilled and in the common north-south 

direction, it would not test the best indication obtained by the survey.

Judging from the correlation between the electromagnetic 

conductors and magnetic indications, the writer infers that the north 

conductor is due to sulphide mineralization along the south contact 

zone of a basic intrusive. The south conducting eone is due to 

sulphide mineralization in basic volcanics.
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The importance of this inferred sulphide mineralization 

can only be properly tented by diamond drilling. However, because 

of the fact that the geophysical operators observed slightly higher 

ground alone one Bide of each of the conducting stones, it is probable 

that 3 limited amount of soil-sampling geo-chemical survey across 

the conductors, may lead to a more successful program of test 

diamond drilling.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS -

The geophysical survey and check survey outlined two 

interesting anomalous areas where appreciable concentrations of 

conductive sulphides may occur.

Although one of the anomalous areas appears to have 

been tested by one old drill hole, that drill hole appeared to have 

not tested the best part of the electromagnetic conductor which 

coincided with increments of magnetism. There is no evidence 

that the other anomalous area (the north conducting cone) has ever 

been tested by diamond drilling.

A program of test diamond drilling will be recommended, 

to test the inferred occurrence of sulphide mineralization indicated 

by the geophysical survey.
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We are awaiting the results from a limited program of 

gco-chemical survey now in progress on the property, before laying 

out a program of test diamond drilling for your conaideration.

Respectfully submitted, 

CANA EXPLORATION CONSULTANTS LIMITED

SSS:rw 
Encl.

Toronto, Ontario, 

September 20th, 1965.

S. S, Ssetu, Ph, D,, 
Consulting Geologist.
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Aeromagnetic data from Maps 23I9G, and 2320G, G.S.C.

LOCATION MAP Scale: l": i Mile CLAIM MAP Scale: l": 2640'.
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Claim post and claim boundary.

Magnetic control station.

Inferred fault.

Picket line cut and chained.

Magnetic readings obtained and plotted

to the East of picket line.

Below 600 gammas. 

600 - 700 

700 - 800 

800 - 900 

900 -1000 " 

Above 1000

Magnetic contour.
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Electromagnetic readings obtained at the

receiver station by using a Ronka Mark IV. unit

and 300 ft. cable .

In-phase readings plotted to the West,

out-of  phase readings plotted to

the East of picket line .

Scale of profile: l/ 10" - \ 0/** o f phase change.

Direction of traverse.with receiver leading.

Electromagnetic conductor.
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Claim post and claim boundary. 

Picket line cut and chained. 

Electromagnetic readings obtained by 

detail reverse traverse  - using a 

Ronka Mark-IV. unit and 300ft. cable. 

In-phase readings plotted to the West,

out-of-phase readings plotted to the 

East of picket line.

Scale of profile : 1/iO" z I7o of phase change 

Direction of detail reverse traverse.
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Electromagnetic dip angles obtained by check survey

using a Sharpe SE-200unit.

Scale of profile: IXIO" s l 0 of dip angle.

Electromagnetic "Cross over"

Electromagnetic conductor.
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Claim post and claim boundary.

Magnetic control station.

Inferred fault.
Picket line cut and chained.
Magnetic readings obtained and plotted

to the East of picket line.

Below 600 gammas. 

600 - 700 " 

700 - 800 

800 -900 "
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Electromagnetic readings obtained at the

receiver station by using a Ronka Mark IV. unit

and 300 ft. cable.
In-phase readings plotted to the West,

out-of  phase readings plotted to

the East of picket line.
Scale of profiletl/IO" r!7o of phase change.

Direction of traverse.with receiver leading.

Electromagnetic conductor.

PLAN l.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY DATA ON 22-CLAIM PROPERTY

-NORTH ENGINEERING SERVICES LTD.
OTTAWAY TOWNSHIP

PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION
ONTARIO --^- ''- ^ - i '^-

Scale: l" z 200'. September 1965 
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